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A Universal Code (A)

Cahill Hint Bank

This list of objects covers all things Cahill. Print this sheet, cut out each strip, and place them in a bowl 
for participants to choose at random.

Alistair Oh’s microwaveable burrito DNA

The Cahill crest The Ekat dragon necklace

A telescope Jonah Wizard

A one-million-dollar check Tomas crest

A mummy Musical notes

Caravaggio’s Medusa A-star helicopter

Grace Cahill’s will Janus crest

Amy and Dan Cahill A Chinese terracotta warrior

Saladin A spider

Ekaterina crest A vial of serum

Sinead, Ned, and Ted Starling Hamilton Holt

The Roman Coliseum A cage (of unbreakable plastic)

A passport Mount Everest

Two Japanese swords Lucian crest

Gideon Cahill’s lab explosion Ian and Natalie Kabra

The Eiffel Tower A globe
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A Universal Code (B)

As the stories about the Ghent Altarpiece that were recently released from the Cahill vault 
reveal, you don’t necessarily have to speak the same language as the artist to pick up hidden 
hints from a work of art. Pictures are universal! Find a partner, choose a Cahill hint from the 
bowl, and hone your own skills as an espionage artist by drawing your object in the space 
below. Then have your partner guess what it is. If he or she guesses right, you both get a 
point. Then practice your decrypting skills by guessing what your partner drew. If you get it 
right, you both get another point. If time allows, pick a new slip, find a different partner, and 
see how much you’ve improved with practice.


